


Advantages Disadvantages

Material #1

Stiff

Lowest cost

∞ life below moderate endurance limit

Not as strong as #2

Heavy

Material #2

Stiff

Highest strength

∞ life below high endurance limit

Most Expensive

Heavy

Material #3 Low weight density
Finite fatigue life

High cost - though less the #2

(c) What other information would you desire about each material before making a selection?

� Suitability of each material to resist environmental corrosion/degredation

� Impact toughness of each material in assessing barge susceptibility to collision damage (and

thereby preventing release of pollutants to the environment)

(d) Which material would you choose for the ship’s structure?

Given that theis barge is soley used for tankage, I’d select material #1 as I anticipate that I’d

be able to develop an efficient material design that would meet all requirements and come in less

expensive than either materials #2 or #3; the commercial nature of the mission suggests cost

sensitivity of the barge customer.

(e) In order to prevent yield failure, one design specification requires that the maximum magnitude

of bending stress be less than one half the yield strength of the material selected. Currently,

calculations indicate that the magnitude of maximum bending stress is 42,000 psi. What can be

done to reduce the magnitude of bending stress to an acceptable level?

To reduce the magnitude of the bending stress, we should stiffen the barge by adding additional

structure to cause I to increase. Bending stress varies inversely with I so we should be able to

attain a satifactory stress level for the selected material while still meeting the overall loading.

Alternatively, decreasing the length of the bargse, L, would reduce the bending moments observed

and, thererfore, the bending stress (which varies directly with M).

7-2 A ship with a driv e train illustrated in Figure 7.1 has the follo wing mec hanical efficiencies:

Reduction Gear 95%ηgear =

Bearings/Seal/Strut ηshaft = 98%

Calculate the power delivered to the propeller if the prime mover is producing 10,000 brake horsepower

(HP ).

Solving for DHP :

ηgear =
SHP

BHP

and

ηshaft =
DHP

SHP

rearranging for DHP :

DHP = SHP ·ηshaft = BHP ·ηgear·ηshaft = 10,000HP ·0.95·0.98 = 9,310HP delivered to the propeller.









7-7 A ship has hull resistance data shown in the table below.

Ship Speed Total Hull Resistance

[knots] [lbs]

5 70,000

10 100,000

13 135,000

15 170,000

17 220,000

20 265,000

23 375,000

25 500,000

(a) Plot the resistance data and determine the effective horsepower required for a speed of 22 kts.

Interpolating (linearly) to estimate the resistance at 22 kts,

RT (22 kts) ≈ RT (20 kts) +

(
22 kts− 20 kts

23 kts− 20 kts

)
· (RT (23 kts)−RT (20 kts))

RT (22 kts) = 265,000 lb+

(
2 kts

3 kts

)
(375,000 lb− 265,000 lb) = 338,333.3 lb

EHP (22 kts) =
V ·RT (22 kts)

550 ft·lb
s·HP

=
22 kts · 1.688

ft
s

kt · 338,333.3 lb

550 ft·lb
s·HP

= 22,844.26HP



(b) If the ship has a propulsive efficiency of 60%, what shaft horsepower is required to achieve a speed

of 22 kts?

P.C. =
EHP

SHP
⇒ SHP =

EHP

P.C.
=

22,844.26HP

60%
= 38,073.8HP

(c) The ship is to have a maximum speed of 25 kts. How many shaft horsepower must be installed

to achieve this speed?

SHP =
EHP

P.C.
=

V ·RT

550 ft·lb
s·HP · P.C.

=
25 kts · 1.688

ft
s

kt · 500,000 lb

550 ft·lb
s·HP · 60%

= 63,939.4HP





7-10

(a) Define laminar and turbulent flow.

�

�

Laminar flow: smooth, steady flow where streamlines move around bodies in a well ordered and 

predictable manner. Characterized by lower skin friction.

Turbulent flow: chaotic, choppy, unsteady flow where high levels of disorder (vorticity) is 

present. Characterized by higher skin friction.

(b) A ship with Lpp = 500ft is traveling at a speed of 25kts. Calculate the Reynolds number for this

s

ship and speed. Also determine the nominal length of laminar flow along the hull at this speed.

Assuming a kinematic viscosity of seawater of ν = 1.24× 10−05 ft2 ,

Rn =
V · L
ν

=
25 kts · 1.688

ft
s

kt · 500 ft

1.24× 10−05 ft2

s

= 1.7016× 109

Find the L along the hull at 25 kts where the Rn = 5× 105

Rn =
V · Llaminar to turbulent transition

ν
= 5× 105

Rearranging:

Llaminar to turbulent transition = 5× 105
ν

V
= 5× 105

1.24× 10−05

25 kts · 1.688
ft
s

kt

= 0.147 ft

(c) The same ship has slowed to a speed of 5 kts. Determine the new Reynolds number for the ship.

Determine the nominal length of laminar flow along the hull associated with this speed.

Rn =
V · L
ν

=
5 kts · 1.688

ft
s

kt · 500 ft

1.24× 10−05 ft2

s

= 3.40× 108

Find the L along the hull at 5 kts where the Rn = 5× 105

Rn =
V · Llaminar to turbulent transition

ν
= 5× 105

Rearranging:

Llaminar to turbulent transition = 5× 105
ν

V
= 5× 105

1.24× 10−05

5 kts · 1.688
ft
s

kt

= 0.735 ft











7-23 A new class of supply ship is being tested in the towing tank. The ship has a length of 680 ft

and the model is built to a scale factor of 29.57.

(a) What length is the model?

λ =
LS

LM
→ LM =

LS

λ
=

680

29.57
= 23.0 ft

(b) The ship has a maximum speed of 20 kts. What speed must the model be towed at in order to

achieve partial dynamic similarity?

VM√
LM

=
VS√
LS

→ VM = VS · λ−
1
2 = 10 kt · 1.688

ft
s

kt
· (29.57)

− 1
2 = 6.21

ft

s

(c) What is the purpose of towing tank testing?

Tow tank testing permits evaluation of powering and resistance estimates for the ship at lower

relative cost than full scale testing. This often is used to validate design tool results which predict

the EHF for the hull.







(a) Will a larger propeller be more or less efficient than a smaller propeller?

A larger propeller means that AO ↑⇒ Ct ↓⇒ ηprop, ideal ↑ and so a larger propeller to have a

higher efficiency than a smaller propeller.

(b) Will high thrust and low ship speed give high or low efficiency?

T ↑ and VA ↓⇒ Ct ↓⇒ ηprop, ideal ↓

and therefore a low efficiency will be achieved at low ship speed and high thrust.

10. 7-28 (G) Using the equations for the thrust loading coefficient and ideal propeller efficiency, answer

the following:

Ct =
T

1
2 ρ ·AO · VA2

ηprop, ideal =
2

1 +
√

1 + Ct



29. Briefly describe why propeller cavitation occurs.

Cavitation is the formation and subsequent collapse of vapor bubbles in regions on 
propeller blades where pressure has fallen below the vapor pressure of water. Cavitation 
occurs on propellers that are heavily loaded, or are experiencing a high thrust loading 
coefficient. 

30. What is the relationship between thrust loading and propeller cavitation?

An analysis of the equation for the thrust coefficient (Cr) reveals that high propeller thrust 
(7) and low speed through the propeller (VA) increases the thrust loading coefficient which
may result in cavitation.

Ch 7 Homework - 4 

31. Explain the following terms:

a. Tip cavitation

Blade tip cavitation is the most common form of cavitation. Tip cavitation forms 
because the blade tips are moving the fastest and therefore experience the greatest 
dynamic pressure drop. 

b. Sheet cavitation

Sheet cavitation refers to a large and stable region of cavitation on a propeller, not 
necessarily covering the entire face of a blade. The suction face of the propeller is 
susceptible to sheet cavitation because of the low pressures there. 

c. Spot cavitation

Spot cavitation occurs at sites on the blade where there is a scratch or some other 
surface imperfection. 
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